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Zeitgeist: Reflect influence of Freud’s theory in 20th Century 

"Freudian doctrine are, in my mind, nothing but a vomit of
stercoraceous [i.e., pertaining to dung or feces] verbiage."

Murray structured his personality theory using Freud's terms and
concepts but defining their function differently

Minimize the importance of unconscious processes

In terms of the Dynamic point of view, Murray was influenced
by Jung and rejected Freudian doctrine that human behavior was
motivated only by the sexual instinct.

Humans are motivated by many things, including sex, which
Murray called Needs

In terms of the economic point of view:
Murray rejected Freud's concept of the Pleasure Principle

Murray proposed that people intentionally do
things to increase tension because arousal is
pleasurable, not being in a state of tranquility

Murray does define the psyche consisting of the Id, Ego, and
Superego, but with a different view of the nature of these
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structures.

Id is not defined as amoral but in fact has basic socially
acceptable tendencies.  It is still the source of our motivation but
with basic socially acceptable tendencies.  In fact, most of
Murray's needs promote functioning in a society.

Superego
More than the internalization of the values of the same gender
parent; Evolves throughout life reflecting a more mature
standard

Society protects itself by punishing antisocial acts

Charles Darwin
Animal and people survive, in part, by evolving patterns of
behavior

The ego is more conflict free.  Defensive operations of the ego
are less important to Murray.

Stages of Personality Development
Oral

Urethral
Anal

Phallic
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NEEDS
Define the peripheral characteristics of personality

19 personality dimensions
One's needs are aroused by real or imagined depravation

Any need can be experienced intrinsically or extrinsically
Activity needs (intrinsic)
Effect needs (extrinsic)

PRESS
Environment events (especially occuring during childhood that
influence the strength of a need

Alpha press
Objectively real 

Examples: Family discord; death of a parent; poverty; being
bullied

Beta press
Subjectively perceived

Example: Experiencing loss of parents' love upon the birth of a
sibling when in fact they do not love a child less 

Thema.
A term denoting the connection of a press and a need; i.e, "a
pattern of press and need that coalesces around particular
interactions"
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Psychological test developed Murray and his associates

Thematic Apperception Test

Edward Personal Preference Schedule
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